Abstract-The Mini-RF radar, launched on the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter, imaged the lunar surface using hybridpolarimetric, transmitting one circular polarization and receiving linear H and V polarizations. Earth-based radar operating at the same frequency has acquired data of the same terrains using circular-polarized transmit waves and sampling circular polarizations. For lunar targets where the viewing geometry is nearly the same, the polarimetry derived from Mini-RF and the earth-based data should be very similar. However, we have discovered that there is a considerable difference in circular polarization ratio (CPR) values between the two data sets. We investigate possible causes for this discrepancy, including cross-talk between channels, sampling, and the ellipticity of the Mini-RF transmit wave. We find that none of these can reproduce the observed CPR differences, though a nonlinear block adaptive quantization function used to compress the data will significantly distort some other polarimetry products. A comparison between earth-based data sets acquired using two different sampling modes (sampling received linear polarizations and sampling circular polarizations) suggests that the CPR differences may be partially due to sampling the data in a different receive polarimetry bases.
ratio (CPR), degree of linear polarization (DLP), degree of polarization (m), and the "m-chi decomposition" are often used to infer surface and/or subsurface characteristics [1] [2] [3] . For solar system studies, radar polarimetry has been a key measurement in the search for ice deposits, the mapping of volcanic deposits including pyroclastics, and the study of buried lava flows and impact melts [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Coherent backscatter in pure ice deposits often leads to CPR values close to one [10] [11] [12] . CPR values of greater than two are sometimes observed for lunar craters, likely due to scattering by extremely rugged surfaces [13] . Such high CPR values are not consistent with scattering from even pure water ice, so the accurate calibration of polarimetry values is crucial to geologic conclusions. CPR values are also used for surface texture comparisons between terrestrial and planetary lava flows [14] , and for comparison with surface-or volumescattering models [15] , [16] . It is therefore important that measured polarimetry values are accurately sampled, well calibrated, and reproducible.
The Mini-RF radar instrument on the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) operates at 2.38 GHz (12.6 cm wavelength), the same frequency as the Arecibo radar transmitter that has been used bistatically with the Green Bank Telescope (GBT) to image the Moon. Both of these radars use a type of compact polarimetry with a circular-polarized transmitted signal; Mini-RF digitizes the output of the two linear polarization channels, while Arecibo/GBT records the output of a hybrid that converts the native linear polarization of the antenna feeds into circular polarizations before sampling. These similarities provide an opportunity to compare radar polarimetry of the same surfaces acquired using two different instruments and methods of polarization synthesis. A comparison of the Mini-RF polarimetry data with lunar radar data sets reveals two discrepancies. First, CPR values are generally different between the two approaches, even for locations observed at similar incidence angles (discussed in Section II). The discrepancy is the largest, in a fractional sense, for very high and very low CPR values, such that Mini-RF CPR values tend to have a narrower "dynamic range" than earth-based observations. Second, the Mini-RF data often have a horizontal (range-direction) banding around bright features that is most obvious in derived linear polarization images (discussed 0196-2892 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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in Section III). Below, we first discuss possible causes of the CPR differences, and then we describe the banding and its cause.
II. POLARIMETRIC MEASUREMENTS FROM EARTH-BASED AND MINI-RF DATA
Data from Mini-RF and Arecibo are both used to derive the four Stokes polarization parameters from echoes in two orthogonal receive polarizations. In theory, estimates of the CPR from the two methods should be identical to terrain imaged at the same radar incidence angle, but we observe systematic differences that require a detailed examination of the measurement and processing paths. In this section, we describe the differences, the calibration that was applied to both data sets, and discuss some possible causes, including data sampling, cross-talk between channels, the elliptical transmit polarization, and the effects of the polarization measurement basis.
The standard Arecibo/GBT setup uses a circular-polarized transmitted wave, with the receiver configured to form both the same-sense circular (SC) (as was transmitted) and opposite sense circular (OC) complex signals prior to 4-b analog-todigital (A/D) conversion [1] . The CPR is thus derived from a simple ratio of the received powers (CPR = SC/OC), after normalization of each channel to the background noise from the receiver system and lunar thermal emission (assumed to be independent of polarization). The spatial resolution is ∼80 m [1] . The four real-valued Stokes parameters are generated from the complex-valued LCP and RCP electric fields by
The Mini-RF system transmits a left-circular polarized signal and receives nominally orthogonal (H and V) linear polarizations [17] . The spatial resolution is 15 m × 30 m in azimuth and range, respectively [17] . The actual performance of the antenna creates instead an elliptical transmitted signal and some difference in channel gain in the linear echoes, but we will address these issues later. For the "ideal" polarization basis, the CPR = (s1 − s4)/(s1 + s4), where
A comparison of the Arecibo and Mini-RF data configurations, plus a test configuration used in Section II-E, is shown in Fig. 1 . We compared the 12.6-cm wavelength CPR data from Mini-RF and Arecibo/GBT for impact craters and pyroclastic deposits with similar incidence angles (typically 48°-52°). For the Moon, these targets lie in a ring of constant range values around the Arecibo observation subradar point. These observations have differing azimuth angles, which could affect Fig. 1 . Data collection and processing pipelines described in this paper. Most Arecibo/GBT data were acquired using sampling of the circular polarization; however, a short test was done using a linear polarization receive and sampling basis (Section II-E, middle pathway).
the comparisons of CPR values in steep terrains. We observe the mismatch between the two data sets in every example, including in data sets that have closer azimuth angles. We also use a variety of terrain types in each data scene to capture a broad range of terrains, in order to avoid being biased in the comparison by slopes in a particular direction.
We use the Aristarchus plateau for many of our comparisons, because it has both very radar-bright terrains (Aristarchus crater) and very low-return terrains (pyroclastics). In addition, Aristarchus has been imaged many times, and with different instrument parameters, from Arecibo. The Aristarchus data offer a good example of what we find in all comparison data sets: the highest CPR values measured by Mini-RF are lower than the CPR values derived by Arecibo/GBT for the same terrain, and the lowest Mini-RF CPR values are higher than the minima from earth-based data (Fig. 2) . Note that all the earth-based data were taken bistatically [1] , but in this paper, we will often refer to "Arecibo data" for brevity.
We quantified these differences by selecting four regions in the Arecibo data set that had similar incidence angles to Mini-RF (∼50°): the Aristarchus Plateau, Tycho crater, terrain west of Mare Crisium, and Prinz crater. The two data sets were coregistered in each case, and we extracted CPR values from identical 0.3°× 0.3°boxes (Fig. 2) . We used Arecibo data that were sampled to 100 m/pixel (close to the original resolution), and a global mosaic of Mini-RF data downsampled to 100 m/pixel. We then fit the histogram of CPR values in each box to a Rayleigh distribution
where σ is the mode and μ is the mean, while c 2 represents the offset of the distribution from zero. Both CPR data sets were well fit by the Rayleigh distribution, which we used for numerical comparisons (Fig. 3) . We found that we could use the fits to adjust the Mini-RF data to better match the Arecibo (AO) data (or vice versa) (Fig. 4 )
We designate the ratio f = (σ AO /σ MRF ) and compare this value across the four regions. We also compare the offset values (c 2,MRF and c 2,AO ) across the four regions (Fig. 5 ).
The value of f for all regions is greater than one, and c 2,AO is generally greater than c 2,MRF , confirming that Arecibo CPR data are everywhere greater than Mini-RF CPR data. The f value for Tycho is much higher than that for the other three regions, with an average value of 2.7 ± 0.6 versus 1.6 ± 0.3 for Crisium, 1.7 ± 0.1 for Aristarchus, and 2.0 ± 0.3 for Prinz. Tycho also has some of the highest CPR values of any of the regions studied. The offset c 2 is similar for all four regions, with the possible exception of Crisium, which lacked high CPR values (there is no CPR > 0.6 in this region). This shows that there is not a single empirical adjustment that can mitigate the difference between the Mini-RF and the Arecibo CPR results across the whole Moon. Both Arecibo/GBT and Mini-RF are usually self-consistent with respect to their measured CPR values, but they do not match each other. Below, we discuss differences between these systems that could cause polarimetry discrepancies.
A. Calibration and MultiLooking of Mini-RF and Arecibo/GBT Data
Mini-RF had both prelaunch calibration tests and subsequent transmit and receive tests using ground-based radio telescopes [17] , [18] . The processing of the monostatic primary mission data set used SPECAN ScanSAR algorithm [19] software produced by the company VEXCEL, a Microsoft subsidiary. In the VEXCEL processor, the azimuth beam calibration is incorporated as part of the processing to avoid banding that will otherwise occur with this processing method [19] . Although hints of this "venetian blind" banding can be seen in a very few Mini-RF images, the processor usually provides completely seamless images. The elevation beam pattern and channel calibrations (amplitude and phase) are incorporated after that the complex H and V images have exited the VEXCEL software [18] . To make sure that the processor was not causing some of the discrepancies in data products, we also used a back-projection processor developed by Sandia National Laboratories [20] to process one of the Aristarchus strips of data. The discrepancy between the Mini-RF and the Arecibo data is still present in the image processed with the completely different technique.
The Mini-RF data sometimes have an observable gradient in the range (horizontal) direction that is clearly an artifact (see individual tracks in Fig. 2(b) mosaic) . This gradient is most prominently observed in CPR products and varies from image to image, with CPR magnitude variations of up to ∼0.2-0.3. The CPR gradient is present in images produced by both the VEXCEL and Sandia processors. Given the 50-km orbit of LRO and the ∼15-km strip width of Mini-RF images, the change in the incidence angle across an image is ∼6°(slightly variable depending on the exact boresight angle and orbit), which is not enough to generate the observed CPR changes from typical geologic terrains. The work with recent bistatic data [21] has revealed that, at least in some cases, the sampling of the radar range gates did not capture the center of the radar beam on the surface of the Moon. Outside the 3-dB main beam, there is a lower signal-to-noise ratio, which causes the CPR values to increase. Since this issue has a known cause, we do not discuss it further below. It is important to note, however, that we avoid the beam edges when selecting Mini-RF data for the analysis below.
The calibration of the Arecibo/GBT data is discussed in detail in [1] . The measured power value for each pixel is normalized by the subtended surface area, and data in each polarization channel are divided by the average noise power measured from off-Moon portions of the radar echo. Polarimetric isolation is on the order of 30 dB for both the transmitter and the receiver, and the transmitted signal is circular to within about 10% over the full zenith range of the telescope. Beam pattern compensation is applied that clips portions of the beam with inadequate signal to noise, and the system temperature is measured using a known source in order to derive values of the dimensionless backscatter coefficient. Images acquired on different dates typically mosaic at the 1-2 dB level, and CPR images mosaic at the few-percent level, suggesting that this system has been very stable over the recent decade of data collection.
As noted earlier, the Mini-RF and Arecibo data sets have different resolutions. Mini-RF S-band Zoom data represent the vast majority (96%) of the Mini-RF coverage of the Moon. These data have a resolution of 15 m × 30 m with ∼eight looks (actually closer to seven looks when azimuth weighting is considered) [17] . The global mosaic data used in Figs. 4 and 5 and shown in Fig. 2 are 100 m/pixel with ∼70 looks. Mini-RF also had a "Baseline" mode that acquired data at lower resolution (75 m/pixel) with ∼16 looks [17] . The Arecibo data have a resolution of 80 m/pixel with four looks, with CPR values processed at 120 m/pixel at nine looks.
The number of looks has a significant effect on the polarimetry values, as more looks will reduce the SAR speckle noise and, therefore, reduce the statistical variation of the polarimetry values. As the number of looks is increased, the standard deviation of the measured polarimetry value decreases. Models of the speckle behavior of polarimetric ratios suggest that the probability density function is well centered around the nominal value with minimal statistical tails at eight looks [22] . In particular, at 16 or 32 looks, the probability density function is highly peaked with low standard deviation [23] , and at this point, adding more looks provides diminishing returns for improving the speckle noise. All the data used here are over eight looks, and so differences measured between the data sets will be statistically significant. Indeed, we have found that continuing to spatially average these data sets before forming and measuring the CPR (to provide more looks) does not significantly change the patterns shown in Figs. 2, 4, and 5. Averaging will yield somewhat smoother curves, but the CPR offset and the change in distribution width remain.
B. Effect of Sampling and Dynamic Range
The Mini-RF instrument samples 12-b signed complex data and uses a block adaptive quantization (BAQ) scheme similar to that of the Magellan mission [24] to reduce the data size for most collects. The Mini-RF BAQ operates over pulses of 8192 samples, with multiple pulses possible in a single burst. An optimum threshold method technique is used, where a scale factor is determined by summing the power over each pulse and selecting the largest value from a table that is still less than the sum. The scale factor was used to select a position from a table of threshold values. The output of the BAQ is a signed 2 b magnitude, where the magnitude is the number of thresholds that are crossed and the sign is held from the original data. The BAQ operates separately on each polarization.
Due to an incorrect software implementation, the BAQ algorithm used for Mini-RF produces a nonlinear distortion of the input powers; with both an overall additive gain that varies by input power as well as discrete jumps at each "block" of the algorithm (Fig. 6) . The BAQ is different for each sampling mode, and so the 2-b profile shown in Fig. 6 is different from that of the 3-b sampling used for other experiment modes such as the bistatic experiments. It is likely possible to remove the overall background gain from the data after the fact, but the jumps and curves cannot be corrected once the compression has occurred. This is a particular problem for polarimetry, because induced but differing additive gains between the H and V channels will create incorrect Stokes parameter values.
The BAQ nonlinearity will have an effect on measured CPR values, but because the CPR is a ratio, if the BAQ adds the same additive gain to the H and V channels, the CPR will also be the same. The hybrid polarity with circular transmit means that the received H and V polarizations will have fairly similar, though rarely identical, gain values much of the time. However, in cases where terrain is very bright, very dark, or rapidly changing, H and V may fall into different BAQ scale factors and be compressed with gain jumps, leading to more significant errors in CPR. The percent error in the CPR is not calculable in a general sense for the Mini-RF data set; it will depend on the variations of the H and V echo power and the part of the BAQ compression curve that was used. The s2 data, which are a subtraction of H and V, are most likely to be noticeably effected by differentials in H and V compression. The total power from the s1 image will always be too high, and the measured power in H and V will be nonlinear. An m-chi decomposition is sometimes used for Mini-RF data [3] , [25] , and the balance of the components in this case will also have compression-related errors. BAQ used to compress Mini-RF 2-b Zoom data has both an overall gain increase as well as power jumps at each of seven scale factor intervals. Blue trace: simulated effects of running a noise signal through the implemented Mini-RF BAQ. Black line: ideal linear conversion between power in and power out.
To investigate the effects of the BAQ compression on the data, we performed a simulation using ground-based data acquired using a circular polarized transmit wave from Arecibo and linear polarized receive channels at the GBT (Fig. 1 , see Section II-E for details). The BAQ gain curve was converted into a look-up table and scaled to the 4-b dynamic range of the initial voltages. After applying the false gains, the data were processed through our usual pipeline. While this does not completely replicate the initial transition from 12 b to 2 under the BAQ or the more rapidly changing power with changing topography for Mini-RF, it will show the effect of adding nonlinear gain values to the data prior to processing. As expected, the background total-power noise value almost doubles with the BAQ gains. In addition, lower values of CPR are artificially higher in the BAQ-altered data because of the flat levels in the BAQ at the lower input powers associated with the low-CPR regions (e.g., pyroclastics) (Fig. 7) . The overall shape of the CPR histogram is similar between the BAQ-altered and normal data sets, likely because the CPR ratio removes many of the effects of the nonlinear compression. The effect of the BAQ on CPR will be different for every Mini-RF scene depending on which part of the BAQ curve was used, but will tend to increase the CPR, especially at the low end.
Another possible way to investigate this effect is to compare Mini-RF Baseline data (which had no compression) with Mini-RF Zoom data of the same region. Baseline data have a lower spatial resolution (75 m/pixel) and were acquired using 12-b A/D conversion. Very few areas of overlap exist, but for one such area, we plotted histograms of the CPR values in the same region viewed in baseline and Zoom modes (Figs.  8 and 9 ). The look directions are different in these data sets, which will cause some differences, but the points are selected over a large area. We found that the zoomed-in image had a mean of 0.55 and a standard deviation of 0.35, while the baseline image had a mean of 0.35 and a standard deviation of 0.26. The change in shape and position of the peak does Fig. 7 . Ground-based CPR values of Aristarchus crater and surrounding pyroclastics, derived from linear receive polarizations (solid line) and from linear receive polarizations altered using the gain function from the Mini-RF BAQ (dashed line). The overall shape is similar, but the BAQ creates artificially higher CPR values at the low end where the BAQ curve flattens (see Fig. 6 ). Note that the exact effect of the BAQ compression will vary depending on the terrain in the images; this is just one example.
not match the large offsets we see between the Arecibo and the Mini-RF Zoom data, but the Zoom mode increases in CPR at the low end are similar to what we observed through the BAQ test on the ground-based linear data (Fig. 7) . The BAQ compression does not appear to cause CPR changes of the magnitude observed between Arecibo and Mini-RF.
We have also investigated the sampling and dynamic range of the ground-based data. For the Arecibo/GBT measurements, we have found that data sampled with 2-b A/D are insufficient to measure the noise background due to the very strong lunar backscatter, and so most data are acquired using 4-b A/D conversion [1] . In order to check whether the 4-b sampled Arecibo data adequately sample the noise floor in areas with radar-bright terrain, such as impact craters, we acquired data of Aristarchus using different transmit powers. For one test, we used a 15-kW transmit power, which is much lower than our standard of 40-60 kW. We then immediately acquired an image using 52 kW. There is less than a 10% change in individual CPR values between these data sets, suggesting that the 4-b sampling is sufficient to characterize the full dynamic range between bright signals and system noise in the Arecibo observations. The Arecibo/GBT data are not compressed after sampling.
C. Effect of Cross-Talk Between Polarization Channels
The Mini-RF radar has a measured cross-talk between vertical polarization channels of ∼ −19 dB, somewhat higher than the cross-talk of −30 dB and GBT systems [17] . To investigate whether cross-talk could cause the mismatch between the two data sets, we applied higher cross-talk to the raw voltage Arecibo data and reprocessed to obtain new polarimetric images. The cross-talk addition did not include a power renormalization to match the original data, but the increase in power was minimal and did not cause clipping during the data unpacking, so it should not affect the results. The noise powers in each channel are balanced before generating the CPR [1] . Fig. 10 shows the results of cross-talk values of −20, −10 and −3 dB. These graphs show that cross-talk can create effects similar to the observed differences between Mini-RF and Arecibo, but only at levels that are not present for Mini-RF based on past calibration measurements.
D. Effect of Mini-RF Transmitted Elliptical Polarization
Another difference between the Arecibo and Mini-RF data is the ellipticity of the transmitted wave. The measured axial ratio (AR) of the transmitted LRO Mini-RF signal is 2.38 dB (1.72) [26] , while the Arecibo transmitter has an AR very close to unity. These two different incident waves will interact with the surface to produce different backscatters, and the type of scattering will determine how much effect the elliptical polarization has on the resulting polarimetry. For linear polarizations, this is particularly complicated, because the results depend significantly on the degree of volume scattering and the orientation of surface facets relative to the incident polarization ellipse. However, some simple estimates can be made for the circular polarization measurements discussed here.
Raney et al. [17] demonstrated that for one model of scattering from a surface with a polarization ratio (m = (s 2 2 + s 2 3 + s 2 4 ) 1/2 /s 1 ) of 0.6 (typical of lunar surfaces at the incidence angles of 40°or more), there is only a few-percent reduction in the measured CPR compared with the pure circular case. We can also use the Arecibo data to simulate the effects of an elliptical transmitted polarization if we assume a particular scattering model and use the measured m values to calculate a fractional change to the CPR. The elliptical transmit polarization can be described as a combination of RCP and LCP polarizations in the linear basis [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] 
After scattering from a surface described by the Sinclair matrix [S], the received polarizations are
where E H , E V , E R , and E L are complex-valued. From these H and V polarizations, it is possible to compute the s1 and s4 terms of the Stokes vector. We use the typical assumption for natural surfaces that the cross terms (e.g., |s vv s * vh | ) are zero. Placing (7) and (8) into (2) for the s1 and s4 terms, squaring as indicated, and separating the (E R + E L ) terms produces the two equations below Fig. 9 is derived. Fig. 9 . Histograms of the CPR values in the white boxes in Fig. 8 . The Mini-RF Zoom data (gray line) have increased CPR values at the low end, similar to what is seen in the simulations using ground-based data. There is also a shift in the histogram and change in shape; however, these changes are not as large as those observed between Mini-RF Zoom mode and the Arecibo/GBT data.
For geologic surfaces, the total power s1 term incudes both the received polarized power from (7) and (8) as well as a component of depolarized backscatter power (P nonpol ). The depolarized backscatter may be a significant part of the total echo power, especially for regolith covered surfaces, and it cannot be ignored for the Moon [17] . The degree of polarization m, which can be measured from data, is related to the depolarized power m = (P t x − P nonpol )/P t x (11) where the transmitted power
The polarizations E R and E L can be related by using the parameters: α = |E R |/|E L |, the ratio of the radii of the two circular polarizations, and δ, the phase difference between them [21] . This results in s1 and s4 values of
These equations show that for a given value of the degree of polarization m, the CPR will change based on the ratio (α) of the circular polarized components of the transmitted wave. By using a specific scattering model and measured values of m and α, it is possible to estimate the percentage change in the CPR that would be expected for different ARs. As an example of the amount of change in CPR that could be expected, we use the high-CPR Aristarchus crater ejecta, and therefore pick a dihedral scattering model [13] . In this case, the dihedral reflection coefficients are
where φ 1 is the local incidence angle and φ 2 = 90 − φ 1 is the incidence angle of the second reflection. The angles θ 1 and θ 2 are the transmission angles
where is the real part of the permittivity and ψ is the tilt angle of the dihedral element. We use the approximation that |s hv | 2 is negligible for ideal diherals and that arg{s hh s * vv } is 180°for dihedrals [23] . The equations for s1 and s4 can be rewritten in terms of backscatter power ratios between the HH and VV powers. As in [13] , we compute the HH and VV backscatter powers from (15) and (16), and then weight by the projected scattering area (cos φ 1 cos φ 2 ). We then average over the full range of dihedral angles. We use a real dielectric permittivity of 6, which is typical for basalts.
The AR of Mini-RF has been measured as 2.38 ± 0.02 dB [18] . The value of α can be computed from the following expression for AR, considering that Mini-RF transmits primarily left circularly polarized waves:
The phase δ between the two circular transmit values can be computed from the tilt angle (τ ) of the polarization ellipse [28] , determined from calibration
For the Mini-RF case, we use α = 0.13 and δ = 89°. The CPR is then equal to (s1 − s4)/(s1 + s4), using (13) and (14) with the value of m taken on a pixel-by-pixel basis from an image data product calculated from the Arecibo Aristarchus Stokes parameter images. The average (mean) CPR of a box surrounding Aristarchus crater is 0.97 ± 0.38, and the average (mean) degree of polarization in the same box is 0.23 ± 0.10. We then compute CPR for both unity AR and the Mini-RF AR, which gives a fractional difference in CPR values between the two. The Arecibo CPR data are then scaled using this fractional difference for each pixel in the image.
As expected from (13) and (14) and the modeling of channel cross-talk earlier, the presence of power in the opposite circular sense will reduce the CPR, but by a small amount (∼3%). This change is so small that the histograms for the elliptical polarization transmit and circular polarization transmit almost completely overlap (Fig. 11) . Of course, the actual scattering will include multiple mechanisms and will vary depending on the terrain, but in general, the effects of the AR on CPR are too small to explain the large discrepancy between the Mini-RF and Arecibo data. The effects of the elliptical polarization will be greater for the linear polarizations (e.g., s2 and s3), since the transmitted wave contains a significant linear component.
E. Effect of Receive Polarimetry Measurement Basis
Mini-RF uses a hybrid polarimetry method (transmit circular polarization, receive and sample linear polarization), while Arecibo usually transmits and samples circular polarizations. The data are therefore sampled in different ways, and computed using different equations, and it is possible that this could cause differences in the calculated polarimetry values. In order to test the basic principles of forming the Stokes vector terms and CPR from measurements in different bases, we acquired new 12.6-cm wavelength observations of the Aristarchus region on the Moon in 2014. The Arecibo Observatory transmitted a signal with 0.2-μs time resolution, using a 32767-sample length pseudorandom code and processing methods described in [1] . The antenna at the GBT employs linear feeds, with the option to route these signals through a microwave hybrid device to form circular polarizations (described below). For both modes, the lunar echoes are mixed to baseband, with noise limited by a 4.4-MHz Gaussian low pass filter and sampled in quadrature at 4-b A/D encoding. We obtained the linear and circular data adjacent in time, using 10-min runs. We spatially averaged to achieve 20 look images (Fig. 12) . To compare histograms, 256 look images were used (Fig. 13) . This test allows us to compare sampling bases directly using two data sets that are otherwise the same (e.g., essentially the same viewing geometry and transmit power, and the same number of looks).
In theory, the two sampling methods should yield identical results for derivation of Stokes vector terms and CPR, as long as two requirements are satisfied. First, the linear-polarized signals must be adjusted in relative phase in order to account for the arbitrary difference in path length between the receiver and the sampler. This correction is a single-valued phase offset applied to the entire period of coherent integration. A similar correction is applied to Mini-RF data during processing, using the assumption that the average phase should have the 90°v alue expected for smooth-surface reflections [17] . Second, all measurements must be properly normalized to the receiver noise level in each channel (a combination of lunar thermal emission and system contributions). The actual path to forming the CPR differs substantially, however.
For the circular-polarized observations, the OC and SC echoes are synthesized while still in the analog voltage domain, so the CPR is the ratio of the noise-normalized power or magnitude in the two sampled channels of the A/D converter. While the noise correction for each channel should be applied as a subtraction and a ratio (again in power), the effect of the subtraction on the CPR is negligible for echoes with moderate to high signal-to-noise ratio. Multilook averaging to reduce the statistical uncertainty in the CPR can be carried out on the SC and OC power values prior to forming the SC/OC ratio. In the linear-polarized case, we must instead form the CPR using the cross-correlation (in the complex format) between the two channels. The noise corrections for each channel are now carried out in a complex (voltage) domain, and the CPR is very sensitive to any imbalances that bias the correlation terms [29] . The multilook averaging must be carried out on the real-valued Stokes vector terms.
Our results for CPR values across the Aristarchus Plateau mimic some of the differences observed between earthbased circular polarization and Mini-RF hybrid-polarization measurements. In particular, we find that maximum CPR values (e.g., those greater than 1) are lower in the linearpolarized mode than in the circular-polarization observations (Figs. 12 and 13 ). This effect does not appear to be a bias introduced by the relative phase correction, based on empirical trials over a range of offset values. We were also not able to improve the high-end CPR correlation by changing the levels of the two linear-channel noise terms without incorrectly biasing the low-end CPR values.
To date, we have not found a data processing method to reconcile the significant CPR differences in the two earthbased experimental data sets (sampling the linear outputs versus sampling the circular polarized output of the hybrid). At the same time, we see no obvious source of error in the earth-based circular-polarization measurements. It should be noted that 2012 Arecibo-GBT measurements of CPR values for Venus [4] match very well with those collected using Arecibo alone, through an entirely separate sampling path and S-band receiver, as far back as 1988 [30] , [31] . The Arecibo/GBT lunar observations use the identical receiver chain and A/D setup as the recent Venus runs, so we have confidence that the derived CPR values are similarly accurate and not the result of the sampling setup or receiver. We will come back to this topic in Section IV, after discussing a second issue: the banding seen in some Mini-RF data.
III. HORIZONTAL (RANGE) BANDING
IN MINI-RF POLARIMETRY A second (but, we discovered, related) problem in the Mini-RF data is horizontal banding in some images. These horizontal bands (along the range direction) have been observed in zoom mode Mini-RF products (Fig. 14) . The bands are particularly noticeable in the s2 = (|E H | 2 − |E V | 2 ) data and often occur on either side of very bright reflectors, such as young impact craters. For most of the Mini-RF data away from bright targets, the H polarization backscatter exceeds that of the V polarization, as expected for most geologic surfaces. In the bands, however, high values in the V channel (Fig. 15) are superposed over the radar echo background of the image and greatly exceed the H power. The V channel enhancements lead to strongly negative values of s2, which then translate into anomalously high DLP values. The horizontal bands do not match any observable geologic boundaries and are not continuous from one image to another in a mosaic. The bands never terminate in range as would be expected for a real feature.
There are a few other unusual traits to these bands. Sometimes bands appear in images slightly offset in longitude from a bright reflector, suggesting that the radar detects the reflector outside the main beam. The bands do not always occur in pairs, and single bands are sometimes not aligned with any bright reflectors. The width (in azimuth) of the bands can vary on either side of a bright reflector. Although larger reflectors (e.g., larger craters) usually have larger bands, there is not a precise relationship between the azimuth extent of the bright reflector and the azimuth extent of the bands.
Bright targets can generate range and Doppler sidelobes in the processing, but these are typically aligned with bright pixels, while the observed bands are offset (Fig. 14) . Similarly, azimuth ambiguities can extend for many pixels in azimuth, but they do not typically extend in range beyond the occurrence of very bright reflections. The Mini-RF banding occurs over a range of azimuths displaced from the bright reflectors, and the bands cross the entire range space. The bands sometimes begin before the azimuth beam pattern actually encompasses a given bright target. For example, in the case of Tycho, the bands begin ∼100 km on either side of the crater, which is much larger than the azimuth real-aperture beam size of 5. From plots of the bands along the azimuth direction (Fig. 15 ), it appears that power from the main beam or beam sidelobes creates high-response patterns in the V channel processing. These plots suggest that the jumps in the BAQ compression described above lead to an artificially higher level in the V polarization. Plotting the BAQ scale factors (available in the publicly released data sets) from the striped regions shows that the V polarization jumps to the highest BAQ scale factor value before the H polarization, and remains higher for longer (Fig. 16 ). This is likely what is causing the larger V value during those times.
These uneven jumps between scale factors will also cause errors in the CPR in these areas. The presence of these jumps near some craters may cause some of the difference in scaling between the Arecibo/GBT and Mini-RF Zoom data shown in Fig. 5 . Mini-RF data users should generally be particularly careful when using data near bright craters or radar-facing slopes. Jumps between lower levels of the BAQ will also cause these bands, though they may be less noticeable. In other cases, like for Aristarchus crater, the bands are not clearly present, despite bright, radar-facing slopes. In all cases where the differential BAQ jumps occur, the linear polarizations and daughter products like DLP are significantly corrupted. It is worth noting that the Magellan BAQ introduced similar jumps between data pulses. Although Magellan did not acquire multiple polarizations, the "cliff edge" jumps produced by the BAQ compression to 2 b have caused errors in subsequent stereo image processing [32] .
IV. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE SPACECRAFT SAR SYSTEMS
A combination of effects likely causes the different measured CPRs for Mini-RF compared with Arecibo, but some Fig. 16 . H and V channel BAQ scale factors (acquired from the publicly available Mini-RF headers) change at different times during an observation, leading to gain jumps. These jumps lead to banding in the images. Note that the density of points is high enough to produce solid lines in the plots, but in reality, the scale factors are changing pulse by pulse between the different levels.
things can be ruled out as significant contributing factors. Neither cross-talk between the channels nor the elliptical polarization of the transmitted wave is capable of generating the large discrepancy we observe between Mini-RF and Arecibo/GBT CPR values. The BAQ compression will have some effect on the measured CPR in many images, but the magnitude of the effect will change with the terrain and will be worse in places where the compression scale factor differed for the H and V polarizations. The BAQ may cause some of the CPR differences that are observed, but it is unlikely to be the primary contributing factor in most cases, especially because the BAQ tends to increase the CPR at the low end. The striping visible in some polarimetry products, however, is almost certainly caused by the BAQ compression algorithm.
The observation that the Arecibo/GBT CPR data are somewhat different when the data are sampled in different polarization bases, with the change from linear to circular polarizations occurring at different stages of the receive path, suggests that the choice of polarization basis may be an important additional factor in the Arecibo and Mini-RF CPR differences. The measurement basis of the compact polarimetry has an effect on the values determined for the Stokes vector. As described in Section II-E, sampling the wave amplitude and phase in a different basis causes a different path of noise error propagation. The CPR formed from circular receive polarizations utilizes only the powers, providing a ratio that can remove some calibration errors and limiting the effects of phase errors. The CPR formed through linear receive polarizations uses the power in the H and V channels, and also the relative phase of those data through the s4 term. In the linear receive case, the CPR is no longer a power ratio where background noise is easily removed, and the sensitivity to phase errors is higher.
Nord et al. [33] simulated the effects of compact polarimetry on a Pauli decomposition, and found significant differences in the derived polarization parameters depending on the choice of transmit and receive basis. In particular, the simulated quadpol data derived from circular transmit/receive (e.g., Arecibo) were degraded in cases where |(S HH − S VV )| 2 or |(S HH + S VV )| 2 are small with respect to the system noise, whereas the linear transmit and circular receive (e.g., Mini-RF) data were degraded when |S HH | 2 or |S VV | 2 became small with respect to the system noise [33] . These two compact modes will therefore not produce the same polarimetry, and the magnitude of the difference will depend on the type of surface scattering and the derived polarization parameter. In some cases, differences may be small, but from our analysis above, it is possible that this difference in the effects of the receive basis noise floor is also a significant contributor to the differences in the measured CPR.
In addition to this noise floor issue, it should also be noted that compact polarimetry causes a loss of information that may not be fully recovered for some desired polarimetric parameters [33] , [34] . While the Stokes vector fully describes the received wave to within the measurement errors, the desired product is actually the scattering matrix (or specific matrix decomposition products) that describes how the wave interacts with the surface, and compact polarimetry does not measure all the scattering matrix terms. The chosen transmit wave and receive basis controls which of the scattering matrix terms can be determined, and the Stokes vector is a result of these specific experimental choices. Changing the transmit wave or the receive basis will change the expected Stokes vector measurement for different types of surface scattering.
The comparison of these different radar data sets over the same target with similar viewing geometry (e.g., Aristarchus) has some implications for the development of future planetary (and terrestrial) radar systems. Compression techniques besides BAQ should be investigated from the standpoint of optimizing polarimetric performance, or at a minimum, the BAQ levels should be selected to provide accurate polarimetry results. For some destinations, compact polarimetry may be required due to data rate limitations. In that case, modeling should be used to select the polarimetry basis that best allows the primary science questions to be answered. This modeling can incorporate the effects of system noise in the receive and processing pipeline, as well as degradation in desired polarization parameters caused by the lack of full polarimetry. In cases where a higher data rate is possible, full polarimetry will likely produce an improved quantitative result and provide more accurate modeling of surface scattering.
